
COLOURStrip 60 RGB + W

LED’s Per Metre 60

Wattage Per Metre 15w

Colour 
Temperature RGB + 2700k or 5800k

Recommend Max 
Single Length 8m

PCB Width 12mm

Cut Points 100mm

Operating Voltage 24v

Backing Tape 3M VHB

Warranty 3 Years

ColourStrip RGBW LED strip lighting with the 
standard RGB plus a warm white chip for a 
full colour range as well as a pure white when 
required whilst a heavy-duty 3oz, triple-layer, 
12mm wide PCB provides better thermal 
control for enhanced long-term reliability as 
well as an extended 8m single run length.

Priced per metre and sold in a continuous run 
when purchasing multiple metres.

Please Note: Although the RGBW LED strip 
is compatible with the Grippa Connector, 
we strongly recommend that you opt for 
the Solder for RGBW option as you will get 
a much more reliable solid connection, it is 
more compact and you will also be able to 
use this strip in all aluminium profiles that has 
an internal width of 12mm or more. 

3 Year Warranty

Description
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COLOURStrip 96 RGB + Cool White

LED’s Per Metre 96

Wattage Per Metre 20w

Colour 
Temperature RGB + 5800k

Recommend Max 
Single Length 10m

PCB Width 12mm

Cut Points 62mm

Operating Voltage 24v

Backing Tape 3M VHB

Warranty 3 Years

ColurStrip96 RGBW Led Strip with a higher 
density (96 LED’s per metre), and a higher 
power output so that when you need a truly 
vibrant colour changing performance, it can 
deliver. Adding a true white chip to RGB 
means better colour control, more pastel 
colours, a much wider colour palette, as 
well as true white capability - the results are 
obvious, much greater subtlety and more 
effective light. 

A heavy-duty 3oz PCB means better thermal 
control for enhanced long- term reliability and 
a generous 10m single run length.

This is a very high performance, super bright 
LED Strip with an increased LED density 
meaning reduced spotting effects.

This product should always be used with an 
aluminium mounting profile to manage heat 
and provide long, reliable life.

3 Year Warranty

Description
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